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1 Let S be a Riemannian globally symmetric space and the
Radon dual space of S consisting of the holocycles in S. The purpose
of this paper is to study the relations between the Schwartz functions
on S and those on :, that is, to study an -theory in a sense. For the
detailed proof, see [1].

2. The Schwartz spaces. Let G denote the largest connected
group of isometries of S in compact open topology. Let o be any point
in S, K the isotropy subgroup of G at o and 0 and 0 their Lie algebras,
respectively. Let g0- 0 + P0 be the corresponding Cartan decomposition
of go. Let o denote a Cartan subalgebra for the space S, Av the ana-
lytic subgroup of G corresponding to tVo and M the centralizer of t)Vo in
K. Let extend o to a Cartan subalgebra 0 of g0, of the corresponding
roots let P/ denote the set of those whose restriction to 0 is positive
in the ordering defined by a fixed Weyl chamber C in to. Then we

1obtain an Iwasawa decomposition G=KAN. Put p--eff as usual.

Let D(S)(resp. D(:)) denote the algebra of G-invariant differential oper-
ators on S (resp. ) and the image of the isomorphism of D(S) into
D().

For x S- G/K and g e G such that zr(g)-- x by the natural map-
ping zr of G onto G/K, there exists a unique element X e P0 such that
x--exp X.K. Now put

co(x)- {det (sinh ad X/ad X)}/,

$(x) =.[exp {- p(H(exp X. k))}dk.
For f e C(S), D e D(S) and integer d__> 0, put

,,a(f)-sup ]Dfl(1 +a)$-1,
s

VD,a(f)---sup IDfl(1
s

We now define the Schwartz space ater Harish-Chandra [2].
Definition 1. Let C(S)(resp. q(S)) denote the space of all f e C(S)

such that ,D,(f) + oo (resp. vD,a(f) + oo) for all D e D(S) and in-
tegers d>= O.
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We topologize C(S)(resp. 3(S)) by means o the system o semi-
norms , (resp. v,,) (D e D(S), d>__0). And we call ’(S) the Schwartz
space of S. Let denote the diffeomorphism (kM, h)khMN of

K/MA onto .
Definition 2. Let () denote the set of all functions C()

which satisfy the following conditions" For all e and integers r>= 0
and real numbers t,

/,,t()- sup (1 + log h II) [(/) 4](kM, h) l< + c.

(log h) >=
3. The theorems. Letf denote the Radon transform of the func-

tion f on S, that is, for a normalized measure dn on N

f(gMN) .f(gn. o)dn.

Let denote the inverse transform of the continuous unction on :,
that is,

(g o)-- (gkMY)gk.
Then we obtain the following theorems.

Theorem A. For any f e C(S) and D e D(S)

Theorem B. The mapping ff is a one-to-one continuous linear
mapping of (S) into ().

As a corollary of this theorem, we obtain the following

Theorem B’. The mapping ff is a one-to-one continuous linear
mapping of C(S) into ().

Theorem C. If G has a complex structure then there exists an
explicit differential operator [] e D(S) such that

((f))=f, for any f e C(S).
Theorem D. Let e D(S) correspond to E e i) under theiso mor-

phism D(S)_. For any function in the image of C(S), by the
Radon transform, the following relation holds

(E) --.
[1]

[2]
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